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About This Content

This DLC pack includes

The Complete RIOT - Civil Unrest Original Soundtrack

Featuring nine custom tracks featured in the game -

1. Riot - 1.24

2. Main Theme - 1.26

3. No Tav - 2.42

4. Indignados - 3.20

5. Karatea - 4.32

6. Tahrir - 3.30

7. Global Mode (Police) - 3.52
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8. Global Mode (Rioters) - 4.40

9. Credits - 3.28

The RIOT - Civil Unrest Digital Art Book

Excerpts from Leonard Menchiari's notes, developments screenshots and images.

You will find these contents in your game folder under "Soundtrack" and "Art Book"
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Title: RIOT - Civil Unrest Soundtrack and Art Book
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Leonard Menchiari, IV Productions
Publisher:
Merge Games
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2019
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English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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If you enjoyed Hardcore 4x4 on PS1, you'll probably enjoy this game. I recommend it.. well what can i say one of the best
driving games i have ever played and well worth the price.. not the best game BUT ....... really fun too play. Bought it for one
Buck, definitively worth it :) ... you need this if you want to play act 6! The rest is just goodies...helpful and shinny goodies!. It
is okay at best. Needs more enemies, more weapons, it is very repetitive and I mean VERY.. I quite enjoy this hidden gem.
Thanks Sterling. The screaming bride is stressful as she hunts you down. When I bought this game I wasn't expecting how much
I would end up playing. I even bought a copy for a friend.. iVE SENT MONEY FOR THE PLEX FOR ALEXZANDER
STARWALKER AND DID NOT SEE HIS VAULT FOR 240 PLEX. Came for the memes, Stayed for the screams. Nice new
tactics for the combat, lore is respected and continued. Still not as good as the 3rd one, but really enjoying playing it
nonetheless!. A Top-down devistating spell castathon. Very nicely put together. Visuals and soundtrack complementing each
other. A impressive variety of enemies and powerups. A challenging game with RPG elements. The controlls are generally very
responsive I was using keyboard and mouse however I did experience minor control error. This game also was a wicked sense of
humour.
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I've been waiting for a proper Kunos rally car. Glad they finally made one. The mods out there are good, but this car feels just
right on any surface, which for me is missing on modded rally versions. So, simply put, the DLC is worth the Celica alone.
Haven't even tried the other cars yet, but would easily recommend this DLC already. Now, Kunos just needs to create a few
rally tracks, co-driver and pacenotes, and no other rally simulator will be able to compete.. I really wanted to like this, and at
first all was well, but the issues just mounted up and it cant scrape by with a recommend.

Some of the problems:
-The hint system isnt a hint system, it just tells you the solution. (Though some of the levels are so obscure in their contraptions
perhaps thats not all bad.)
-The game is minimal to the point of irritation and lacks basic options or any meaningful story, this is most annoying with
controls that overlap character movement with line positioning meaning you can accidentally screw up with a miss click.
-The last levels in particular seemed to be bugged, slowing down time when they shouldnt and actually allowing me to do things
that I wasnt meant to be able to.
-It looks fine with nice stylised art, but the pseudo 3D compounds issues with drawing precisely.
-The sound isnt great even as little of it as there is, it mostly just played an ambient loop that varied in volume for no reason and
you could hear it glitch whenever it looped round.

but all of this is minor compared to the biggest problem. This isnt so much a puzzle game, youll spend far more time
implementing the answers, and implementing them with an incredibly imprecise and consequently intensly frustrating game
system.

-The lines you draw are fat, cant be drawn in areas they appear they should be able to be drawn.
-They have attrocious collision detection so no matter how much you try to get pixel perfect drawings when the line is produced
it will still settle, sometimes up to millimetres in to place.
-The line doesnt follow edges, itll just stop drawing when you get too near and as mentioned above, too near is impossible to tell
with its terrible collisions.
-Lines will sometimes be produced with the end missing if the game deems it to have moved in to a collision at some point
(Even on screens that appear static.)
-Sometimes they dissapear on a hazard that they are clearly not touching.

There were a half dozen times I checked the solution to find out what I was doing wrong, and it turned out, nothing. I was doing
nothing wrong, I just needed to try over, and over, and over again until it happens to all fall in to place just right and work.

With the vast majority of my time spent wrestling with the system, it makes a promising game tedious and whenever progress
can be significantly lost, very frustrating.

Ive been pretty harsh here, it can be clever at times, and there are a couple of mini-games that are quite fun. There is enough
interesting about it to take a look when its cheap so consider it in a good sale, but ultimately it just wasnt all that fun.. Amazing.
It's basically QWOP with frogs. It feels so satisfying climbing up someone else.. FUN BUT NEEDS MORE CONTENT.
ALSO, WHAT HAPPENED TO THE 1ST. Gorry ♥♥♥♥ing Fun. Did you find the end of the map, yet? :3. I can understand
all negative reviewers, but my opinion was that it worthed my money.
I played it through with my friend, and as I remember, I really enjoyed it (and laughed a lot). :)

+ It is long enough
+ the sceneries quite diverse
+ climbing (like in Prince of Persia (not that good, but something like that))
+ motorcycle part
+ and I liked the graphics too (it is from 2009)

- repetitive
- gunfights

10/6.5
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P.S.: Do not take it too seriously, and you will like it. (It is not a Gears of War game)
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